
VILLAGE HALL MEETING 5th April 2019  MINUTES

Present: Chris Gildersleeve, Nick Hughes, Jim and Carolyn Sapsted, Lee Holden, 
Jen Green, Tricia Robinson, Samantha Leader. Apologies: Margaret Rawlings, Miles 
Firth. Minutes by Chris and Jen. 

FINANCE           

Nick reported that we have £8683.75 in the bank at present, of which £4,913 is profit 
from the 2019 Downland Calendar.

Nick reported we are paying £235 a year to the PCC for services including rates, 
electric and insurance, plus £30 a month ‘rent’. He reported we are also now paying 
Council tax – he will check on the amount.  NH

OUTREACH

One new standing order has been set up as a result of Jen's piece about the hall in 
the Spring Pigeon Post, as requested at the last meeting in January. Jen will 
continue to advertise VHAG meeting dates on fulking.net JG

MAINTENANCE

Nick is getting a quote for painting the outside of the hall. Other tasks include 
repairing the outside door in the women’s toilet.  Tricia undertook to get a quote from 
Jamie to do this. Also the neon light near the stage needs repairing: Jen, Chris and 
Nick to do.   TR, NH, JG, CG

 We agreed to have a meeting and MAINTENANCE MORNING on Saturday 15th 
June. All welcome, please bring cleaning and/or other equipment you will need. 

GARDEN ROTA

This year we are splitting the garden rota with the PCC as follows: VHAG April, June 
and August; PCC May, July, September. Terry is mowing the lawn. Our share of the 
rota is as follows:

April: Jen and Chris; June: Nick and Kate; August: Jen and Samantha. Pairs to agree
a date / time.

RELATIONS WITH THE PCC

Lease negotiations are ongoing between Fulking PC and the PCC. Miles reported 
that he has recommended a solicitor to draw up the lease to the PCC. 

OTHER BUSINESS

Tricia said that Graham Jeffreys has offered to do paintings on the folding door 
panels on the stage. It was agreed that these should not be religious, as this might 
not be appropriate for some uses of the hall. The doors will have to be sanded and 
primed prior to Graham’s work. Nick undertook to do this [or failing that Jen]. Tricia to
please liaise with Graham and Nick regarding timing of this.  TR  NH

NEXT MEETING  SATURDAY JUNE 15th Friday, 9.30 followed by MAINTENANCE 
MORNING


